Q1) Which one is not a part of logistics management
   (a) Finance activates
   (b) Warehouse management
   (c) Inventory control
   (d) Transport activities

Q2) Information sharing in Logistics Management is
   (a) Not important
   (b) Partially Important
   (c) Very important
   (d) No role at all

Q3) Identify a statement which is not advantage of RFID in warehouses
   (a) In monitoring the activities of stocks
   (b) in identifying the product without identification tags
   (c) To keep track the product after sale
   (d) Help in enhancing production

Q4) Identify the activity related to stocktaking
   (a) To issue the stock
   (b) To transfer the stock
   (c) To physically verify the stocks in correct numbers and condition
   (d) To receive the stock

Q5) To identify a statement which is not related to lead time?
    (a) Time taken in placing the order
    (b) Time taken by the supplier in arranging the material
    (c) Time taken in delivering the material
    (d) Time taken in packing the materials at your factory

Q6) BOM is list of following
    (a) Details of inputs with quantity & Specification required to producing products
    (b) Items to be purchased
    (c) Items to be stored
    (d) Items to be packed
Q7) A company has been given target of wastage control in all the stores located in different locations. Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for wastage of its 4 stores is given below. Select the store out of the four, is giving best performance?

(a) 0.49
(b) 0.55
(c) 0.64
(d) 0.57

Q 8) How efficiency of any warehouse can be measured

(a) Accuracy level
(b) With promptness and speed orders are being executed
(c) As mentioned in A & B
(d) By appearance of warehouse

Q 9). R .R. is acknowledgement of the receipt of material booked with

(a) Railway
(b) Road transport
(c) by shipping Company
(d) By Airlines

Q10). E R P is

(a) Not helping in optimum utilization of all available resources.
(b) Helping in optimum utilization of all available resources
(c) Being used as connectivity tool only
(d) Helping in finding new sources

Q11). Codification of material is

(a) no way useful for identification of material
(b) Useful for identification of material
(c) No way helps in variety reduction
(d) Helps in improving revenue from market

Q12). The genesis of Logistics management was

(a) Society based
(b) Religion based
(c) Military based
(d) Nation based

Q13). Bill of Lading is acknowledgement of the receipt of material booked with

(a) Railway
(b) Road transport
(c) by shipping Company
(d) By Airlines

Q14). Which activity is not related to security of warehouse?

(a) Alarm system
(b) Surveillance by cameras
(c) Smoke detectors
(d) Fork lift
Q15) F.I.F.O. is being used for
   (a) Presentations
   (b) Preservation
   (c) Packing
   (d) Publicity

Q16) What is the relationship of Logistics management with supply Chain Management
   (a) Both are different
   (b) SCM is part of Logistics
   (c) Partially related
   (d) Logistics is part of SCM

Q17) V.E.D. analysis is helpful in
   (a) Price deduction
   (b) fast delivery
   (c) Quality improvement
   (d) Inventory Control

Q18) Which factor is most essential for success of VMI?
   (a) Right Supplier
   (b) Right Quantity
   (c) right price
   (d) Right quality

Q19) Which is one of IT tool in Logistics Management: -
   (a) Reverse Logistics
   (b) Third party Service provider
   (c) E- Tracking
   (d) Customer Service

Q20) FSN is useful for
   (a) Quality control
   (b) Advertising
   (c) Planning of products to be stored
   (d) promoting the sales

Q21) The ownership of inventory in the VMI (vendor-managed inventory) system lies with___.
   (a) Supplier
   (b) Purchaser
   (c) logistics service provider
   (d) Insurance firm

Q22) Cross docking is not related to
   (a) Warehouse function
   (b) Transportation Function
   (c) Order fulfillment
   (d) Interacting with RND

Q23) Open delivery is defined as
   (a) Delivery to be taken in open yard
   (b) Delivery to be taken at security gate of factory
   (c) Delivery to be taken on the way
   (d) Delivery to be taken after opening the package & in the presence of driver of truck
Q 24.) The sequence of a typical manufacturing Logistics management is
(a) Storage–Supplier–manufacturing–storage–distributor–retailer–customer
(b) Supplier–Storage-manufacturing–storage–distributor–retailer–customer
(c) Supplier–Storage-manufacturing–distributor–storage–retailer–customer
(d) Supplier–Storage-manufacturing–storage–retailer–distributor–customer

Q 25.) Distribution requirement planning is a system for
(a) Production management
(b) Distribution planning
(c) Fixing the location of material
(d) Accounting of materials

Q 26). GPS is useful for :-
(a) For using internet
(b) For packing
(c) For Chatting
(d) Tracing and tracking

Q 27). Which technique is adopted for reducing the order execution time & transportation cost in retailing industry
(a) HML Technique
(b) EOQ
(c) Cross docking
(d) FIFO

Q 28.) One of the activities of Logistics is:-
(a) Production activities
(b) Quality Control
(c) Physical distribution
(d) Publicity

Q 29.) 3-PL stands for
(a) Three points logistics
(b) Third party logistics
(c) Three points location
(d) Three pointed lines

Q 30.) Which activity is not a part of order processing?
(a) Publicity
(b) Production Planning
(c) Packing & Packaging
(d) Transportation

Q 31.) 3PL service provider is useful in
(a) Reducing the total delivered cost to the customer
(b) Quality Assurance
(c) Manufacturing
(d) For publicity

Q 32). Logistics management is focused
(a) For sales promotion
(b) For accounting
(c) For customer delight
(d) For publicity
Q 33) Variances in stocks can disrupt
(a) Transportation
(b) Publicity
(c) Production
(d) Training program

Q 34) Mark which is not the function of Distribution channel
(a) Information
(b) Physical Distribution
(c) Promotion
(d) Manufacturing

Q 35) What type of services are not being provided by 3PL Service provider
(a) Transportation based
(b) Warehouse based
(c) Forwarder based
(d) To build loyalty and ownership among employees

Q 36) Mark which is not the driver of ERP
(a) Technology
(b) Business process
(c) Strategy
(d) Transportation

Q 37) You are a Sugar Manufacturer in Maharashtra (Western Zone of the country), you have to supply Sugar to the entire zones of the country. Suggest the mode of transport which you will chose to deliver the Sugar to the other zones and why?
(a) By air
(b) By rail and road (intermodal)
(c) By sea
(d) By Pipeline

Q 38) How you will transport emergency shipment of spares from supplier in Mumbai to your factory in Baddi where a plant breakdown has occurred.
(a) By rail
(b) by road
(c) By sea
(d) By air then by road

Q 39) Warehouse is NOT for:
(a) To place the items in store in such a way that they can be found readily and correctly as and when required.
(b) Minimize the total physical efforts to reduce the cost of moving the goods into and out of storage.
(c) Proper and update accounting enabling other department to see the correct online balances
(d) To manufacture the products

Q 40) Which is not part of Reverse Logistics?
(a) For product return
(b) Recycling
(c) Waste disposal and refurbishing
(d) Return of the job work material
Q 41) A TEU is
(a) An in plant Material handling equipment
(b) A rail wagon for over dimensional Consignments
(c) An abbreviation for theoretical efficiency utilization of carrier
(d) A container measuring 20'*20'*20'

Q 42) Material Handling does not
(a) Add value
(b) Save money
(c) Save time
(d) Improve working condition

Q 43) Which flow is NOT a part of Logistics
(a) Flow of materials
(b) Flow of men
(c) Flow of money
(d) Flow of information

Q 44) Which mode of transport is oldest mode of transport
(a) Rail
(b) Road
(c) Rail
(d) Water transport

Q 45) Outbound logistics means
(a) Movement of materials of materials received from suppliers
(b) Movement of materials within the plant
(c) Movement of finished stocks to dealers/customers
(d) Movement materials received as defective from customers

Q 46) P.O.D. is meant for
(a) Proof of dispatch
(b) Payment on delivery
(c) Proof of delivery
(d) Payment on delivery

Q 47) What is transit time
(a) Time taken from identification of need to place the order
(b) Time taken from receipt of material from factory gate to warehouse
(c) Time taken from dispatch of material form Seller /warehouse to receipt at customer end
(d) Time taken from packing of materials to loading of materials to trucks

Q 48) How containerization is not helpful in transportation
(a) Easy adaptability
(b) Save time & cost of packing
(c) Save time from shifting one mode of transport to another mode of transport
(d) In placing the material in locations in stores

Q 49) Dry ports are located in
(a) Well connected by air
(b) Located near sea
(c) Well connected with sea ports with fast inland intermodal mode of transport
(d) Located near metro cities
Q 50) WMS is important in Warehouse management for
   (a) Basically software helpful in tracking and monitoring warehouse activities
   (b) Basically helpful in searching new sources of supplies
   (c) Helpful in mailing system
   (d) Helpful in monetary transactions
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